This bibliography is a list of writings about the history of same-sex desire and activity in Australia. It is not a listing of sources, but of books, articles, chapters, theses, films, etc., that deal with historical events. 'Historical' is, of course, somewhat subjective; so, too, is a distinction between sources and history-writing.

We would like to hear from people who have items that should be included. Please email algarchives@hotmail.com with any suggestions.

This list has three sections:

- Research resources
- Unpublished material
- Books and articles
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Lee, John, 'Male Homosexual Identity and Subculture in Adelaide Before World War II', in Aldrich and Wotherspoon (eds), Gay Perspectives: Essays in Australian Gay Culture, pp. 95-112.


Moore, Ross, 'The Bottom Line', Outrage, [details]


Ostenfeld, Shane, 'Interactive Movements: Gay Lib, the Women's and Student Movements, and the Trade Unions', in Wotherspoon (ed), Gay and Lesbian Perspectives III: Essays in Australian Culture, pp. 189-206.


Reynolds, Robert, 'Postmodernism and Gay/Queer Identities', in Aldrich (ed), Gay Perspectives II: More Essays in Australian Gay Culture, pp. 245-274.


Reynolds, Robert, 'Writing Queer Cultural Histories', Critical InQueeries, v.1, no.1, Sept 1995, pp. 69-83
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Willett, Graham, 'The Darkest Decade: Homophobia in 1950s' Australia', in John Murphy and Judith Smart (eds), The Forgotten Fifties: Aspects of Australian Society in the 1950s, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne 1997 (a special issue of Australian Historical Studies, no. 109)


Wills, Sue, 'Inside the CWA: The Other One', Journal of Australian Lesbian Feminist Studies, no. 4, June 1994, pp. 6 - 22.
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